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August 14, 2012 

Pennsylvania Environmental Quality Board 
Rachel Carson State Office Building, 16th Floor 
400 Market Street 
Harrisburg, PA 17101-2301 

Ladies and Gentlemen; 

Subject: Triennial Review of Watar Quality Standards 
Pennsylvania Bulletin. S/ol. 42, No, 27, Page 4367 
Saturday, July:P, 2012 

CONSOL Energy Inc., (CONSOL) the leading diversified fuel producer in the Eastern United States, 
respectfully offers the following comments on the Environmental Quality Board's (Board) proposal to 
amend Chapter 93 relating to water quality standards. Spedfically, CONSOL is opposed to the creation 
of new aquatic life criteria for chloride and sulfate, aquatic life and human health criteria for 
molybdenum, and a human health criterion for strontium. 

Chloride 
The Board recommends adopting the Iowa equation-based criteria for chloride that will be applied in all 
freshwaters of the Commonwealth for the protection of aquatic life. CONSOL takes issue with the fact 
that the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PA DE believes statewide aquatic life 
cntem for chloride are necessary at this time. PA DEP, in its rationale for the development of ambient 
water quality criteria for chloride, identifies flow back water resulting from the gas well drilling process 
as demonstrating the need for chloride criteria. Although flow back water contains higher 
concentrations of dissolved solids, of which chloride is one component, in Pennsylvania, the oil and gas 
industry operates in a zero discharge mode thus achieving protection of the freshwaters of the 
Commonwealth through a best management practices approach. This would seem to negate the need 
for chloride water quality criteria based on the assumption that oil and gas industry fluids will be 
discharged to nearby surface waters. 

From a scientific point of view, CONSOL agrees the Iowa equation-based approach for establishing 
chloride water quality criteria is a better choice over the current national aquatic life criteria: 4-day 
average (CCC) criterion = 230 mg/l; 1-hour average (CMC) criterion = 860 mg/l. This is because the Iowa 
research and testing demonstrates that chloride toxicity is highly dependent on water hardness, and to 
a lesser degree, sulfate concentrations, whereas the current national criteria do not consider hardness 
and sulfate as factors in determining chloride toxicity to aquatic life. Nevertheless, adopting the Iowa 
equations based solely on a literature review \s not an acceptable method for establishing water quality 
criteria applicable to Pennsylvania's waters, If equation-based criteria are to be used, we encourage PA 
DEP to follow the path of the Iowa Department of Natural Resources and conduct adequate and 
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statisticaily valid Pennsylvania specific water ouality sampling and analysis, biological surveys and acute 
and chronic bioassay studies. 

Sulfate 
The Board recommends adopting the aquatic life sulfate criteria developed by the Illinois Environmental 
Protection Agency tiiat will be applied in all waters of the Cornmonwealth. Again, CONSOL takes issue 
with the fact that the Pennsylvania Department of Enyirohmental Protection (PA DEP) believes 
statewide aquatic life criteria for sulfate are necessary at this time. There arecurmntiy no national 
ambient water qwallty criteria f&f^fyf&wM&i are designed to be protective of aquatic life. Likewise, 
none of Pennsylvanja% syrrourgfing^ ^k^yV^^^ Vr W£st 
yfrf inia> hive es tab l l s f te i l l l i i i tp achyptmtstia • 
deyeloptd for £ 'M$$$$^n. slalft l l M ^ am directly applicable to 
Pennsylvania^ an Eastern Appalachian state, 

Pennsylvania already has an est#Whed criterion for the protectloh of af uatle life from the impacts of 
sulfate, and chloride and Total Dissolved Solids for that matter,and |hftgriteripn Is Osmotic Pressure', 
fnthesulfe^ 

"Freshwater fish and aquatic commumtm cannot survive in efevatad concentrations of 
sulfates, ffl0$t$ni&$ a proper salt-to-water balance fa a freshwater environment 
vhQilimgm rrmst aqmtic!^ifer and ^h^^fyy^^^g-^^^^ M#^ofiiMWefefates 
maintain an intmnal -:mrm concmtrati&ri {licit W^hl^m-' thaii the mrmmdmg 
emirnhmmt Wy actmlfW batijes thmugt 
Q5mvm§atatmn 

There is no question that PA DIP recognizes Osmotic Pressure as tire most appropriate parameter for 
protectingaqtiafic life resources. Therefore^ 
and unnecessary. 

To our khowledge, PA DEP has twt completed any correlated chWmical simpling and ana lysis, biological 
surveys or acute and chronic bioassays to determine if a water quality standard for Sulfate, and chloride 
as well, is actually needed. CONSOL has reviewed PA DEP's existing chemical data found on their 
Southwest Regional Office website entitled, MMon River TDS Chloride and Sulfate Sampling Results." It is 
our opinion that these data do not support a rationale for imposing a statewide sulfate or chloride water 
quality standard for the profectioh of acjuatlc life. 

Molybdenum 
The Board is proposing amendmehts to the fvuman health and aqoatic life criteria for molybdenum, 
Table S (relating to water qg^ts/ vrmrla tm toxic substances). CONSOL questions the basis for 
proposing these criteria. \n^'-sf^^^^^M}W the proposed rilltmaklng, the PA DEP indicates, 
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Industries in this Commonwealth that may discharge molybdenum include specialty 
steel coal mining andcoal-fired'power: generation." 42 Pa.B. 4370. 

'The Department has determined that there is a need for an aquatic life molybdenum 
criterion because it may be present in effluent discharged by industries in this 
Commonwealth, including specialty steel coal mining and coal-fired power generation/' 
42 Pa.B. 4371. 

CONSOL asks the question, "Does PA DEP know, i.e., has specific scientifically valid evidence through 
chemical analysis, that molybdenum is present in certain types of industrial effluents, or are they only 
acknowledging the possibility as the choice of the verb "may" Connotes? We think it is the latter. To 
our knowledge there are no statewide data supporting the wide spread existence of molybdenum in 
Pennsylvania's surface waters, nor Is there any specific;, documented evidence of harm to aquatic 
organisms or human health. Currently, U.S. EPA has not developed or published national acute or 
chronic criteria for molybdenum for the protection of aquatic life. This is most likely due to the relative 
low toxicity and rare occurrence of molybdenum in most areas of the United States. 

A molybdenum criterion for the protection of human health was previously published on Saturday, 
January 12, 2008, 38 Pa.B. 236, during the last Triennial Review proposed rulemaking. That proposal 
was disapproved by the independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC) who found that: 1) PA DEP 
had not offered sufficient justification regarding the specific interest of the Commonwealth to exceed 
federal water quality standards; 2) the Board had not sufficiently addressed the economic and fiscal 
impact of imposing a new molybdenum water quality criterion on the regulated community; and, 3) the 
Board had not fully demonstrated the impact ofthe consumption of molybdenum on the public health. 
In the July 7, 2012, proposed rulemaking not only does PA DEP repropose the human health criterion, 
but they also come forth with new criteria for the protection of aquatic life. What has changed since the 
2008 rulemaking effort? As best we can tell> nothing, Yet PA DEP believes they can try again using the 
same arguments as before. The arguments and objections of the IRRC continue to be valid and the 
Board should withdraw the proposed molybdenum water quality criteria. 

Strontium 

The Board is proposing the adoption of a strontium criterion that will be applied in all freshwaters ofthe 
Commonwealth for the protection of human health. As justification, the proposal cites requests from 
PA DEP engineers for in-stream criteria for strontium, "because of the known presence of strontium in 
the drilling fluids retrieved from frack water discharges." CONSOL takes issue with the fact that PA DEP 
believes a statewide human health criterion for strontium is necessary at this time. As previously noted 
under the chloride criteria discussion, flow back water may (emphasis added) contain strontium, and in 
Pennsylvania, the oil and gas industry operates In a zero discharge mode thus achieving protection of 
the freshwaters of the Commonwealth through a best management practices approach. This would 
seem to negate the need for a strontium water quality criterion based on the assumption that oil and 
gas industry fluids will be discharged to nearby surface waters. 
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Clearly, in the very limited text of the proposed rultrrtSking, arid the supportihg rationale document, PA 
DEP offers no real evidence for the p r ^ e ^ 
concomitantly, there is no demonstrated risk to human health, or the environmept for that matter. PA 
DEP \s seemingly using a hap hazard :^>|Stfi'' '#;;|di(B|' pSramfeterS to the Triennial Review without 
sufficient scientific # 

Be nef i ts, Costs a hd Com fella nee 
CONSOL recognises the value of dean ̂ | te r and supports to provide protection to 
preserve ^he ih tep But 
these |>-r^^ 
biological̂  •—^-'--3:; i j i" ' . 

PA DIP ^ 
comrndniiy, and expenditures fe 
under existiftl replations. Wbile & cost / benefit analysis is; not p i t '&¥ the water quality criteria 
process, the establishment of ̂ jfj^v^"c^tie.rta,'^^^^^^&^^JSrfe'-feittttiKa/ -̂ o"ifex/e^S'̂ ^al and unavoidable 
financial impact on the regulated community, £QNSOL beliey0 with respect to new criteria for 
chloride, sulfate, molybdenum, and strontium that this finandal burden could be in the foililpns of dollars 
to industry/ :: 

At atimewhehthS eco vyhen 
there is no demonstrated need ^ of aquatic 
life and hurtfan health, it is queppWaMe mtos^W SlP Wodlf p r p ^ 
they readily admit Will adversely aff 

Conclusion 
CONSOL Energy Inc. appreciates the oppo 
Of Water Quality Standards. As stated above, £t)js4sS[fc-'î 3pfe€*fUl:iy' reg-:uesfts'that ;tbe"gnDposed criteria 
for chloride, su If ate, molybdenum, and strpntiurn bfe eliminated from the proposed rulemaking. 

Sincerely, 

^-^.^fiz^ 
Robert M. Hartmah 
Manager- EnvironmentalCheniistry & Design 
CONSOL Energy InCv 

1000 CONSOL Energy Drive 
Canonsburg, PA 15317-6S06 


